The Modern Slavery Act

At Hammonds we are committed to developing and adopting a proactive approach to tackling hidden labour exploitation.

OUR BUSINESS

Our business, Hammonds Furniture Ltd., consists of a Head office and manufacturing facilities in Hinckley, Leicestershire, a number of small Regional Service Centre located around the UK and a mixture of around 100 retail stores and concession outlets again across the UK. A small number of the retail outlets are Hammonds own branded stores, the remainder are located within larger retail outlets.

ORGANISATION’S STRUCTURE

We are a manufacturer and retailer of fitted bedrooms, home offices and kitchens. Hammonds has its Head office in Hinckley, Leicestershire and employ c. 850 people across the UK. We are not based, nor do we have any operations, in any country outside the UK.

OUR SUPPLY CHAINS

Our supply chain partners are predominantly based in the UK but do include suppliers from across Europe and Asia.

OUR POLICIES ON SLAVERY AND HUMAN TRAFFICKING

We are committed to ensuring that there is no modern slavery or human trafficking in our supply chains or in any part of our business. Our Anti-slavery Policy reflects our commitment to acting ethically and with integrity in all our business relationships and to implementing and enforcing effective systems and controls to ensure slavery and human trafficking is not taking place anywhere in our supply chains.

DUE DILIGENCE PROCESSES FOR SLAVERY AND HUMAN TRAFFICKING

As part of our initiative to identify and mitigate risk we have:

1. Put in place a policy on slavery and human trafficking
2. Given appropriate managers awareness training on “Tackling Modern Slavery in UK Businesses and Supply Chains”
3. The Company will not use any individual or organisation to source and supply workers without confirming that workers are not being charged a work finding fee.
4. Ensure that all staff responsible for directly recruiting workers are trained to be aware of issues around third party exploitation and signs to look for and have signed appropriate Compliance Principles
5. Ensure that labour sourcing, recruitment and worker placement processes are under the control of trusted and competent staff members.
6. Adopt a proactive approach to reporting suspicions of hidden worker exploitation to the Gangmasters Licensing Authority and police.
7. Provide information on tackling “Hidden Labour Exploitation” to our workforce through their induction and workplace posters.
8. Encourage workers to report cases of hidden third party labour exploitation, provide the means to do so and investigate and act on reports appropriately.
9. Positively encourage and support employees and agency workers to report such exploitation which may be occurring within their communities by raising the issue of Modern slavery in our induction and employee handbook.
10. Require labour providers and other organisations in the labour supply chain to adopt policies and procedures consistent with the above.
11. Participate in Ethical audits carried out by Fast Forward.

Responsibility

The board of Directors has overall responsibility for ensuring this policy complies with our legal and ethical obligations and that all those under our control comply with it.

Our Head of Human Resources has primary and day-to-day responsibility for implementing this policy, monitoring its use and effectiveness, dealing with any queries about it, and auditing internal control systems and procedures to ensure they are effective in countering modern slavery.

Management at all levels are responsible for ensuring those reporting to them understand and comply with this policy and are given adequate and regular training on it and the issue of modern slavery in supply chains.

SUPPLIER ADHERENCE TO OUR VALUES AND ETHICS

We have zero tolerance to slavery and human trafficking. To ensure all those in our supply chain and contractors comply with our values we will put
in place a supply chain compliance programme.

TRAINING
To ensure a high level of understanding of the risks of modern slavery and human trafficking in our supply chains and our business, we provide training to our managers and raise awareness to all employees through our induction and employee handbook.

FURTHER STEPS
Following a review of the effectiveness of the steps we have taken this year to ensure that there is no slavery or human trafficking in our supply chain relating to workers we intend to continue to focus during the next year on our wider supply chain.

Our policies, practices and operations have successfully been audited via an Ethical Trading Initiative audit using an organisation recognised as specialists in this field, Fast Forward.

This statement is made pursuant to section 54(1) of the Modern Slavery Act 2015 and constitutes our Group’s slavery and human trafficking statement for the financial year ending 30 June 2017.

Mark Hammonds
Joint Managing Director
Hammonds Furniture Ltd
Date: July 2017

How we tailor-make your fitted living space

3. Installation
Our qualified team will take care of every detail.

1. Home design service
Interior design ideas
1. Home design service
Interior design ideas and space creating solutions

2. Detailed room survey
The best craftsmen measure twice and cut once.
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Next steps to creating your **dream room**

Get inspired with our latest catalogue and choose the furniture that can transform your home.

DOWNLOAD BROCHURE
FREE in-home design service

Our designer will visit at a time to suit you. Go through colours, styles and see your dream room come to life in 3D.

BOOK A DESIGN VISIT

Visit a showroom

The best way to experience our furniture is to see it for yourself in one of our showrooms.

FIND NEAREST STORE

Latest brochures

Get inspired with our latest catalogue and choose the furniture
that can transform your home.

**DOWNLOAD BROCHURE**

**Finishing the home design**

Our designer will visit at a time to suit you; go through colours, styles and see your dream room come to life in 3D.

**BOOK A DESIGN VISIT**

**Visit a showroom**

The best way to experience our furniture is to see it for yourself in one of our showrooms.

**FIND NEAREST STORE**

**Latest brochures**
Get inspired with our latest catalogue and choose the furniture that can transform your home.

DOWNLOAD BROCHURE

Contact us 0800 021 4360

CALL ME BACK

Facebook, Twitter, YouTube, Instagram, Pinterest
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